Recent news about Brother Antonio López Nieto in Vanuatu
Brother ANTONIO LÓPEZ GARCÍA NIETO is well, and so are his confreres in
community on the Island of TANNA (VANUATU). News we received with joy and peace
after so many hours of incertitude and waiting; news that was communicated by a Brother
in Oceania.
Brother Antonio’s family communicated the following message : « We went through
enduring days without being able to communicate with him even if we were aware of the
difficulties. However, we never lost hope.
As believers, we want to thank God for all of these good people in different places in the
world, like Antonio, so close and so willing to help, giving their lives for those who have
less.
Sincere gratitude to all those who already collaborate and are sending help to Vanuatu at
this moment; thank you to all who have assured us of their support with affection and
prayer.
The Brothers of the Sacred Heart and the Corazonistas Foundation corroborate the words
of the family and wish to thank everyone : family, the media, friends of the
« Corazonistas »-Brothers of the Sacred Heart… for their show of proximity and affection.
Today, for his family and the Brothers it is great news to learn that Antonio is alive. It’s the
greatest news.
Encouraged by a few words Brother Antonio often uses himself : « To be a missionary is
not a path of roses; but it is a joyous one ». We can see this through his smile.
We have a long way to go on the road of rebuilding because the material damage is
considerable; we will however tackle it with hope.
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